Supplementary Table 1. Background info of the four study regions
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Data Source:
United Nations (2017). 2017 Revision of World Population Prospects. URL: https://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/

a

Internet World Stats. Internet Users in the World – December 31, 2017.

b

https://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm
World Health Organization (2014). Preventing Suicide: A World Imperative. Full report can be downloaded from:

c

http://www.who.int/mental_health/suicide-prevention/world_report_2014/en/
US data from Recupero et al. (2008); UK data from Biddle et al. (2016); Hong Kong data from Cheng (2012);

d

Taiwan data from Chen et al. (2017). Because Biddle et al. (2016) used different coding scheme, their results are
recoded by renaming “all dedicated suicide sites” as “pro-suicide,” combining “against suicide sites,” “prevention

or support sites,” and “academic or policy sites” as “anti-suicide,” combining “all information sites,” ‘news
reports of individual suicides,” “chatrooms/blog sites focused on suicide methods,” “chatrooms/blog sites
discussing various general issues relating to suicide,” “miscellaneous sites reporting on topical issues relating to
suicide,” and “collections of images” as “neutral/mixed,” combining “hit not relevant to search term” and
“completely joking information” as “Irrelevant,” and renaming “page not available” or “error.”

Supplementary Table 2. Examples of six types of webpages.
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Supplementary Table 3: Terms associated with the highest probability of clicking on a
specific page type
Page type

Terms

Pro-suicide

best methods, by pills, common, common method, common suicide

Anti-suicide

am depressed, and suicidal, anonymous, anonymous suicide, chat line

Neutral

articles, hanging, numbers, org, rates

Mixed

10 ways, com, committing, committing suicide, common suicide

Supplementary Table 4: Screenshots of help notices from Hong Kong and from the US
HK,
Google

US,
Google

US,
Bing

